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DABBAT speaking to all People now, loudly and clearly here! =27/82
« on: September 06, 2015, 12:37:21 PM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Posts: 196

Here we shall witness an Absolutely AWESOME Miracle,
which is very Easy to understand, but absolutely Impossible to imitate. (=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/88)
===================
82 And when the Saying has come upon them, We will bring out for them a creature (=dabbatan) of the earth,
it will "deliverWords to them" (="tuKallimuhum"), (and will thus be telling them):
"Alas, the People are not attainingcertainty in Our "Signs."
(QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82)
===================

So let us clearly see this most specific term (=creature: dabbat) above,
as it has thus specifically been used by ALLAH,

"14" times in total, in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
first of all, here thus:
======================================
164 ..... and HE sent forth therein of every creature (=dabbat), .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 2/164)
38 And there is not a creature (=dabbat) on the earth,
nor a bird that flies with its wings, .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 6/38)
6 And there is not a creature (=dabbat) on the earth
but on ALLAH is its provision; .....

(QURAN TESTAMENT 11/6)
56 ..... There is not a creature (=dabbat)
except HE seizes (it) by its forelock; .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 11/56)
49 And to ALLAH prostrate whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth,
of any creature (=dabbat) and the Angels, .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 16/49)
61 ..... HE would not have left on it a (single) creature (=dabbat) (then); .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 16/61)
45 And ALLAH created every creature (=dabbat) from water; .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 24/45)
82 And when the Saying has come upon them,
We will bring out for them a creature (=dabbat) of the earth, .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82)
60 And many a creature (=dabbat) does not carry its provision;
ALLAH provides for it, and for you.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 29/60)
10 ..... and HE sent forth therein of every creature (=dabbat), .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 31/10)
14 ..... nothing showed them of his death except a creature (=dabbat)
that gnawed away his staff; .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 34/14)
45 ..... HE would not have left a (single) creature (=dabbat) upon its surface (then), .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 35/45)
29 ..... and what HE sent forth therein of any creature (=dabbat), .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 42/29)
4 ... and what HE sends forth (therein) of any creature (=dabbat) .....
(QURAN TESTAMENT 45/4)
======================================
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So let us clearly see now this most specific term (=creature: dabbat),
which is thus mentioned "14" times in total, throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT, by our Supreme LORD above,
in such a perfect order,
(starting from the smaller "Chapter Numbers" (on the left side) to bigger "Chapter Numbers" (on the right side)
now here thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

"creature"
(=dabbat)
Chapter No. Verse No.

2
11
16

164
6
49

24
29
34
42

45
60
14
29

"creature"
(=dabbat)

Number of Occurrences
therein

Chapter No. Verse No.

Number of Occurrences
therein

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat

6
11
16

38
56
61

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat
dabbat
__________

27

82

dabbat

31
35
45

10
45
4

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat
__________

7

07

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above
2 164 11 6 16 49 24 45 29 60 34 14 42 29

"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above

7

06 38 11 56 16 61

27 82

31 10 35 45 45 4

07

19

=

19

x...

=

or/and

"Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above

or/and

"Chapter Numbers"
in perfect order above

164 6 49 45 60 14 29 02 11 16 24 29 34 42

"Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above

7

38 56 61

82

19

=

x...

"Chapter Numbers"
in perfect order above

10 45 4 6 11 16

27

31 35 45

07

19

x...

=

x...

*So please, we should certainly notice that we have thus rightfully placed the very first "Chapter No."
for/in that first case, on the left side above, as (=2)
and for/in that second case therein, legitimately (with such an "extra zero"), as (=02),
and then again, we have thus rightfully placed the very first "Chapter No."
for/in that first case, on the right side above, legitimately (with such an "extra zero"), as (=06)
and for/in that second case therein, as (=6),
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner, in this respect, in the first place.

*And then please, we should also absolutely see that because that this most specfic "Chapter and Verse No." (=27

82)

wherein that most special "creature" (=dabbat) has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme LORD above
(*so please, clearly see this most specific Verse in this respect again,
in the very first post above, in the very beginning therein)
is thus perfectly placed in very middle/center of the right side therein above, we have thus rightfully placed

07 & 07)

those total "Number of Occurrences" at the very end therein, exclusively as (=

for/in both of those two cases on the right side therein,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our Supreme LORD here (6/115 = 28/6870 = 74/2630, 31),
from the very beginning.
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So now, let us clearly see
only and exclusively the right side of those "19" coded, most Superb and mathcless Symmetrical Miracles above,
in which this most specfic "Chapter and Verse No." (=27

82)

(wherein that most special "creature" (=dabbat) has thus specifically been mentioned by our Supreme LORD above,)
is thus perfectly placed in the very middle/center therein, now here again thus:

All Praise
is to

ALLAH
"creature"
(=dabbat)
Chapter No. Verse No.

Number of Occurrences
therein

6
11
16

38
56
61

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat

27

82

dabbat

31
35
45

10
45
4

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat
__________

07
"Chapter  Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above
06 38 11 56 16 61

27 82

31 10 35 45 45 4

19

=

x...

or/and
"Chapter  Verse Numbers"

07

in perfect order above
06 38 11 56 16 61

27 82

31 10 35 45 45 4

07

19

=

x...

*So please, we should certainly note that
in the first case above,
this special "creature" (=dabbat)
is in this absolutely visible/bright state therein (=27
(=i.e. so it is absolutely taken into account therein),

82)

in the second case above,
it is in this barely visible/dim state therein (=27 82)
(=i.e. so it is lawfully not taken into account therein),

19x...) for/in both of those two cases above,

by perfectly giving a multiple (=

one after the other, in perfect succession (in such a constantly "blinking" manner therein)
is thus clearly and loudly signalling and also conveying this Message therein:
the people do not attaincertainty (=i.e. their belief
in this "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Signs" above
is not steady and constantly shining but shaky and constantly flickering) right now.
===================
82 And when the Saying has come upon them, We will bring out for them a creature (=dabbatan) of the earth,
it will "deliverWords to them" (="tuKallimuhum"), (=i.e. all those specific words (="dabbat") here in this case above)
(and will thus be telling them):
"Alas, the People are not attainingcertainty in Our "19" coded "Signs" (here =74/2630)."
(QURAN TESTAMENT 27/82)
===================

And thereafter again, a similar clear and loud signalling
and conveying of this Message above, by this special "creature" (=dabbat)
in this most specific Verse No. (=82) and Chapter No. (=27) above,
(for/in these cases) now again, in this specific manner here:

All Praise
is to

ALLAH

"creature"
(=dabbat)
Chapter No. Verse No.

Number of Occurrences
therein

6
11
16

38
56
61

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat

27

82

dabbat

31
35
45

10
45
4

dabbat
dabbat
dabbat
__________

07

"Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above
38 56 61

82

"Chapter Numbers"
in perfect order above

10 45 4 6 11 16

27

31 35 45

07

19

=

x...

or/and

"Verse Numbers"
in perfect order above
038 56 61

82

"Chapter Numbers"
in perfect order above

10 45 4 6 11 16

27

31 35 45

007

19

=

x...
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And when the "19" coded "Saying" (here =74/2630, 31)
has (thus) come upon them thus especially, with regard to "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now,
82

We will bring out for them a creature (=dabbatan) of the earth,
it will "deliverWords to them" (="tuKallimuhum"), (and will thus be telling them):
"Alas, the People are not attainingcertainty in Our "19" coded "Signs" (here =74/2630)."
83 And the day We gather from every community a host of those who denied Our "19" coded "Signs"
(here =74/2630), then they will be driven.
84 Then, when they have come, HE will say: Have you denied MY "19" coded "Signs"
(here =74/2630), though you failed to encompass them in Knowledge? Or what were you doing?

And the "19" coded "Saying" (here =74/2630, 31)
has (thus) come upon them thus especially, with regard to "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now,
85

for that they acted unjustly. And they will not be able to utter (a single word of excuse then =77/3536
here in this case now =3/8691 & 4/1718).

(QURAN TESTAMENT 27/8285)
===================
So please, also absolutely see now "QURAN TESTAMENT 27/8285,"
on page no. 376377
here: http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id165.html
thus to clearly witness this most special "creature" (=dabbat),
and how it will "deliverWords" (="tuKallimuhum") to all People,
by the Commandment of

ALLAH unto it, in this respect above,

therein in the very first place,

in this Final Age now.

====================
85 And We have not created the heavens and the earth and what is in between except with/as the Truth.
And the Hour (thus also and especially of this anticipated "Smoke"
and these "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter, here in this case now =44/1016)
so leave (them now) with a nice leaving.
___________________________________________________
*so please, absolutely see it now

is surely coming;

on page no. 1217
here: http://19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id162.html
___________________________________________________
86 (For) Certainly, your LORD, HE is thus also and especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables
above now "the BestCreator," due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now "the BestKnower."
87 (For) Definitely, We have (thus) given you "seven" of "the pairs" (="sab'an" min "almathaani;"
a most specific reference to those "seven" occurrences of this most specific term (="creature" : "dabbat")
here in this respect above, which come as/in such perfect pairs, on the left side & on the right side above),
and (thus)

the great QURAN.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 15/8587)
====================

====================
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic who claims that
QURAN is a manmade Message here; =74/2025)
into Uprooter (thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to whole world that
QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

"Word of ALLAH" here; =17/88)

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter!
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates all "extra zeros" from/on the left side
of our Tables above except within those most specific the very first "Chapter No." therein),
and It does not letstay (but eliminates all "extra zeros" from/on the right side
of our Tables above except within those most specific the very first "Chapter No." therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
in each of those two cases, one after the other, "for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides," therein above)
for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out in the above 2630th Verses)
is but a Commemoration (=Dhikraa) for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things We have created thus also and especially, for/on the left side & for/on the right side
also here in this respect above as/in

"pairs" (=i.e. "dabbat" & "dabbat")

that perhaps you may takeCommemoration (=taDhakkaroona)!

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2631 "Dhikraa" = 51/49 "pairs" = "taDhakkaroona")
===================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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